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Hidden Tapestry Debra Dean
2018-04-15 Hidden Tapestry
reveals the unforgettable story
of Flemish American artist Jan
Yoors—childhood vagabond,
wartime Resistance fighter, and
polyamorous New York bohemian.
At the peak of his fame in the
1970s, Yoors’s photographs and
vast tapestries inspired a
dedicated following in his adopted
Manhattan and earned him
international acclaim. Though his
intimate friends guessed the rough
outline of his colorful life, Hidden
Tapestry is first to detail his
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astonishing secrets. At twelve,
Jan’s life took an extraordinary
and unexpected turn when, lured by
stories of Gypsies, he wandered off
with a group of Roma and
continued to live on-and-off with
them and with his own family for
several years. As an adult in
German-occupied France, Yoors
joined the Resistance and persuaded
his adoptive Roma family to fight
alongside him. Defying repeated
arrests and torture by the
Gestapo, he worked first as a
saboteur and later escorted
Allied soldiers trapped behind
German lines across the Pyrenees
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to freedom. After the war, he
married childhood friend Annabert
van Wettum and embarked on his
career as an artist. When a friend
of Annabert’s, Marianne Citroen,
modeled for Yoors, the two began
an affair, which led the three to
form a polyamorous family that
would last for the rest of their
lives. Moving to New York, the
trio became part of the bohemian
life of Greenwich Village in the
1950s. Told in arresting detail by
Debra Dean, best-selling author of
The Madonnas of Leningrad,
Yoors’s story is a luminous and
inspiring account of resilience,
resourcefulness, and love.
Writing the Siege of Leningrad
Cynthia Simmons 2003-03-15
Silver Winner, ForeWord Magazine
Book of the Year, History From
September 1941 until January
1944, Leningrad suffered under one
of the worst sieges in the history
of warfare. At least one million
civilians died, many during the
terribly cold first winter. Bearing
the brunt of this hardship—and
keeping the city alive through their
daily toil and sacrifice—were the
women of Leningrad. Yet their
perspective on life during the siege
has been little examined. Cynthia
Simmons and Nina Perlina have
searched archival holdings for
letters and diaries written during
the siege, conducted interviews
with survivors, and collected
poetry, fiction, and retrospective
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memoirs written by the blokadnitsy
(women survivors) to present a
truer picture of the city under
siege. In simple, direct, even
heartbreaking language, these
documents tell of lost husbands,
mothers, children; meager rations
often supplemented with sawdust
and other inedible additives; crime,
cruelty, and even cannibalism. They
also relate unexpected acts of
kindness and generosity; attempts
to maintain cultural life through
musical and dramatic
performances; and provide insight
into a group of ordinary women
reaching beyond differences in
socioeconomic class, ethnicity,
and profession in order to survive
in extraordinary times.
Wench Dolen Perkins-Valdez
2011-01-25 wench \'wench\ n.
from Middle English “wenchel,” 1 a:
a girl, maid, young woman; a
female child. Situated in Ohio, a
free territory before the Civil
War, Tawawa House is an idyllic
retreat for Southern white men
who vacation there every summer
with their enslaved black
mistresses. It’s their open secret.
Lizzie, Reenie, and Sweet are
regulars at the resort, building
strong friendships over the years.
But when Mawu, as fearless as she
is assured, comes along and
starts talking of running away,
things change. To run is to leave
everything behind, and for some it
also means escaping from
the
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emotional and psychological
bonds that bind them to their
masters. When a fire on the resort
sets off a string of tragedies, the
women of Tawawa House soon
learn that triumph and
dehumanization are inseparable and
that love exists even in the most
inhuman, brutal of
circumstances— all while they
bear witness to the end of an era.
An engaging, page-turning, and
wholly original novel, Wench
explores, with an unflinching eye,
the moral complexities of slavery.
Hour of the Bees Lindsay Eagar
2016-03-08 What does it mean
to be fully alive? Magic blends
with reality in a stunning comingof-age novel about a girl, a
grandfather, wanderlust, and
reclaiming your roots. Things are
only impossible if you stop to
think about them. . . . While her
friends are spending their summers
having pool parties and
sleepovers, twelve-year-old
Carolina — Carol — is spending
hers in the middle of the New Mexico
desert, helping her parents move the
grandfather she’s never met into a
home for people with dementia. At
first, Carol avoids prickly
Grandpa Serge. But as the summer
wears on and the heat bears down,
Carol finds herself drawn to him,
fascinated by the crazy stories he
tells her about a healing tree, a
green-glass lake, and the bees that
will bring back the rain and end a
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hundred years of drought. As the
thin line between magic and reality
starts to blur, Carol must decide
for herself what is possible — and
what it means to be true to her
roots. Readers who dream that
there’s something more out there
will be enchanted by this
captivating novel of family,
renewal, and discovering the
wonder of the world.
Fragile Saints Claire Ibarra
2021-02-20 A heartfelt debut,
Fragile Saints follows the journey
of a woman bruised by betrayal
and divorce to her father's
ancestral home in Peru. Like the
silkworms on the family farm, Elsa
emerges from her cocoon
transformed and ready to brave a
new life. Fans of Isabel Allende
will savor this lushly textured
romance. -Debra Dean, author of
The Madonnas of Leningrad Claire
Ibarra is a writer, poet, and
photographer. She received her MFA
in creative writing from Florida
International University. Her work
can be found in many fine literary
journals and anthologies. Claire's
poetry chapbook Vortex of Our
Affections was published by
Finishing Line Press in 2017. She
lives and teaches in Colorado.
The Jewel Trader of Pegu Jeffrey
Hantover 2009-10-13 In the
autumn of 1598, Abraham, a
melancholy young Jewish gem
merchant, seeks his fortune far
from the imprisoning ghetto
walls
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of Venice. Traveling halfway
across the world, he lands in the
lush and exotic Burmese kingdom of
Pegu—an alien place, yet one
where the jewel trader is not
shunned for his faith. There is a
price for his newfound freedom,
however. Local custom demands
that Abraham perform a duty he
finds troubling and barbaric . . .
and thus Mya, barely more than a
girl, arrives to share his bed.
Gently banishing his despair,
awakening something profound
within him, Mya ultimately accepts
Abraham's protection and,
unexpectedly, his love. But great
social and political upheaval
threatens to violently transform
the Peguan empire—with
devastating consequences for
Abraham and Mya and their dreams
for the future.
The Rescue Man Anthony Quinn
2012-02-29 Liverpool, 1939.
Lonely historian Tom Baines is at
work on a study of the city's
architectural past but the
ominous news from Europe,
together with his burgeoning
friendship with Richard, a young
photographer, and his beautiful
wife, Bella, are proving a
distraction. When the bombings
begin, Tom joins up as 'rescue man',
retrieving the wounded and dying
from the ruins of buildings, but the
love affair he embarks on soon
leads him into a very different kind
of danger.
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

Under the Wide and Starry Sky
Nancy Horan 2014-01-21 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
TODAY SHOW BOOK CLUB PICK
• NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
WASHINGTON POST AND ST.
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH From the
New York Times bestselling author
of Loving Frank comes a muchanticipated second novel, which
tells the improbable love story of
Scottish writer Robert Louis
Stevenson and his tempestuous
American wife, Fanny. At the age
of thirty-five, Fanny Van de Grift
Osbourne has left her philandering
husband in San Francisco to set
sail for Belgium—with her three
children and nanny in tow—to
study art. It is a chance for this
adventurous woman to start
over, to make a better life for all
of them, and to pursue her own
desires. Not long after her arrival,
however, tragedy strikes, and
Fanny and her children repair to a
quiet artists’ colony in France
where she can recuperate. Emerging
from a deep sorrow, she meets a
lively Scot, Robert Louis
Stevenson, ten years her junior,
who falls instantly in love with
the earthy, independent, and
opinionated “belle Americaine.”
Fanny does not immediately take to
the slender young lawyer who
longs to devote his life to
writing—and who would
eventually pen such classics
as
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Treasure Island and The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In
time, though, she succumbs to
Stevenson’s charms, and the two
begin a fierce love affair—marked
by intense joy and harrowing
darkness—that spans the decades
and the globe. The shared life of
these two strong-willed
individuals unfolds into an
adventure as impassioned and
unpredictable as any of
Stevenson’s own unforgettable
tales. Praise for Under the Wide
and Starry Sky “A richly imagined
[novel] of love, laughter, pain and
sacrifice . . . Under the Wide and
Starry Sky is a dual portrait,
with Louis and Fanny sharing the
limelight in the best spirit of
teamwork—a romantic
partnership.”—USA Today
“Powerful . . . flawless . . . a
perfect example of what a man and
a woman will do for love, and
what they can accomplish when
it’s meant to be.”—Fort Worth
Star-Telegram “Horan’s prose is
gorgeous enough to keep a reader
transfixed, even if the story itself
weren’t so compelling. I kept rereading passages just to savor
the exquisite wordplay. . . . Few
writers are as masterful as she is
at blending carefully researched
history with the novelist’s
art.”—The Dallas Morning News
“A classic artistic bildungsroman
and a retort to the genre, a novel
that shows how love and
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

marriage can simultaneously offer
inspiration and encumbrance.”—The
New York Times Book Review
The Madonnas of Leningrad Debra
Dean 2006-03-14 In a novel that
moves back and forth between the
Soviet Union during World War II
and modern-day America, Marina,
an elderly Russian woman, recalls
vivid images of her youth during
the height of the siege of Leningrad
when, as a tour guide at the
Hermitage, she and other staff
members removed the museum's
priceless artworks for safekeeping.
A first novel. 50,000 first
printing.
The Madonnas of Leningrad Debra
Dean 2007 In this sublime debut
novel, set amid the horrors of the
siege of Leningrad in World War II,
a gifted writer explores the power
of memory to save . . . and betray.
Confessions of a Falling Woman
Debra Dean 2008-01-29 A
surprised Southern matriarch is
confronted by her family at an
intervention. . . . A life-altering
break-in triggers insomniac
introspection in a desperate actor.
. . . Streetwise New York City
neighbors let down their guard for
a na ve puppeteer and must suffer
the consequences. . . . In this
stunning collection of short
stories—five of which are being
published for the very first
time—bestselling, award-winning
author Debra Dean displays the
depth and magnitude of
her
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extraordinary literary talent.
Replete with the seamless
storytelling and captivating
lyrical voice that made her debut
novel, The Madonnas of Leningrad,
a national bestseller, Dean's
Confessions of a Falling Woman is
a haunting, satisfying, and
unforgettable reading experience.
Lost Souls of Leningrad Suzanne
Parry 2022-11-08 June 1941.
Hitler's armies race toward
vulnerable Leningrad. In a matter
of weeks, the Nazis surround the
city, cut off the food supply, and
launch a vicious bombardment.
Widowed violinist Sofya
Karavayeva and her teenage
granddaughter, Yelena, are
cornered in the crumbling city. On
Leningrad's outskirts, Admiral
Vasili Antonov defends his
homeland and fights for a future
with Sofya. Meanwhile, Yelena's
soldier fianc transports food
across the Ice Road— ;part of the
desperate effort to save
Leningrad. With their help, the two
women inch toward survival, but
the war still exacts a steep
personal price, even as Sofya's
reckoning with a family secret
threatens to finish what Hitler
started. Equal parts war epic,
family saga, and love story, Lost
Souls of Leningrad brings to vivid
life this little-known chapter of
World War II in a tale of two
remarkable women--grandmother
and granddaughter--separated by
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

years and experience but of one
heart in their devotion to each
other and the men they love.
Neither the oppression of Stalin
nor the brutality of Hitler can
destroy their courage,
compassion, or will in this
testament to resilience.
My Name Is Mary Sutter Robin
Oliveira 2010-05-13 An
enthralling historical novel
about a young woman's struggle
to become a doctor during the
Civil War In this stunning first
novel, Mary Sutter is a brilliant,
headstrong midwife from Albany,
New York, who dreams of becoming
a surgeon. Determined to overcome
the prejudices against women in
medicine-and eager to run away
from her recent heartbreak- Mary
leaves home and travels to
Washington, D.C. to help tend the
legions of Civil War wounded.
Under the guidance of William
Stipp and James Blevens-two
surgeons who fall unwittingly in
love with Mary's courage, will,
and stubbornness in the face of
suffering-and resisting her mother's
pleas to return home to help with
the birth of her twin sister's baby,
Mary pursues her medical career in
the desperately overwhelmed
hospitals of the capital. Like
Charles Frazier's Cold Mountain
and Robert Hicks's The Widow of
the South, My Name Is Mary
Sutter powerfully evokes the
atmosphere of the period.
Rich with
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historical detail (including
marvelous depictions of Lincoln,
Dorothea Dix, General McClellan,
and John Hay among others), and
full of the tragedies and
challenges of wartime, My Name Is
Mary Sutter is an exceptional
novel. And in Mary herself, Robin
Oliveira has created a truly
unforgettable heroine whose
unwavering determination and
vulnerability will resonate with
readers everywhere.
The Book of Old Ladies Ruth O.
Saxton 2020-09-05 This is a
book that champions older
women’s stories and challenges the
limiting outcomes we seem to hold
for them. The Book of Old Ladies
introduces readers to thirty
stories featuring fictional “women
of a certain age” who increasingly
become their truest selves. Their
stories will entertain and provide
insight into the stories we tell
ourselves about the limits and
opportunities of aging. A
celebration of women who push
back against the limiting
stereotypes regarding older
women’s possibility, The Book of
Old Ladies is a book lover’s guide
to approaching old age and dealing
with its losses while still
embracing beauty, creativity,
connection, and wonder.
The Mirrored World Debra Dean
2012-08-28 The critically
acclaimed author of The
Madonnas of Leningrad (“Elegant
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

and poetic, the rare kind of book
that you want to keep but you
have to share” —Isabel Allende),
Debra Dean returns with The
Mirrored World, a breathtaking
novel of love and madness set in
18th century Russia.
Transporting readers to St.
Petersburg during the reign of
Catherine the Great, Dean
brilliantly reconstructs and
reimagines the life of St. Xenia, one
of Russia’s most revered and
mysterious holy figures, in a richly
told and thought-provoking work
of historical fiction that
recounts the unlikely
transformation of a young girl, a
child of privilege, into a saint
beloved by the poor.
Royal Flash George MacDonald
Fraser 2015-05-01 George
MacDonald Fraser's famous
Flashman series appearing for the
first time in B-format with an
exciting new series style, ready to
please his legions of old fans and
attract armies of new ones. In this
volume of The Flashman Papers,
Flashman, the arch-cad and toady,
matches his wits, his talents for
deceit and malice, and above all his
speed in evasion against the most
brilliant European statesman and
against the most beauiful and
unscrupulous adventuress of the
era. From London gaming-halls and
English hunting-fields to European
dungeons and throne-rooms, he is
involved in a desperate
succession
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of escapes, disguises, amours and
(when he cannot avoid them) handto-hand combats. All the while,
the destiny of a continent rests on
his broad and failing shoulders.
Confessions of a Falling Woman
Debra Dean 2008 A collection of
short stories from the acclaimed
author of The Madonnas of
Leningrad
Forever Pete Hamill 2011-05-01
This widely acclaimed bestseller is
the magical, epic tale of an
extraordinary man who arrives in
New York in 1740 and remains . . .
forever. Through the eyes of
Cormac O'Connor -- granted
immortality as long as he never
leaves the island of Manhattan -we watch New York grow from a
tiny settlement on the tip of an
untamed wilderness to the thriving
metropolis of today. And through
Cormac's remarkable adventures in
both love and war, we come to
know the city's buried secrets -the way it has been shaped by
greed, race, and waves of
immigration, by the unleashing of
enormous human energies, and,
above all, by hope.
The Gods of Heavenly Punishment:
A Novel Jennifer Cody Epstein
2013-03-11 A young woman's
journey through the 1945
firebombing of Tokyo, and the
stories of three Americans who
shape her fate.
The Siege Helen Dunmore 2002 Set
against the turbulent backdrop of
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

Leningrad in 1941, an intricately
woven tapestry of love and war
follows the Levin family--twentytwo-year-old Anna, her young
brother Kolya, and their father,
Mikhail--as they struggle to
survive during the German siege.
Reprint.
A Thread of Grace Mary Doria
Russell 2005-02-01 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER • “A
powerfully imagined novel . . . [a]
profoundly moving book that
engages the heights and depths of
human experience.”—Los Angeles
Times It is September 8, 1943, and
fourteen-year-old Claudette Blum
and her father are among the
thousands of Jewish refugees
scrambling over the Alps toward
Italy, where they hope to find
safety now that the Italians have
broken from Germany and made a
separate peace with the Allies. The
Blums will soon discover that
Italy is anything but peaceful, as
it quickly becomes an open
battleground for the Nazis, the
Allies, Resistance fighters, Jews in
hiding, and ordinary Italian
civilians trying to survive.
Tracing the lives of a handful of
fascinating characters—a
charismatic Italian Resistance
leader, a priest, an Italian rabbi’s
family, a disillusioned German
doctor—Mary Doria Russell
tells the little-known story of
the vast underground effort by
Italian citizens who saved
the
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lives of 43,000 Jews during the
final phase of World War II. A
Thread of Grace puts a human face
on history. Praise for A Thread of
Grace “An addictive page-turner . .
. [Mary Doria] Russell has an
astonishing story to tell—full
of action, paced like a rapid-fire
thriller, in tense, vivid scenes that
move with cinematic verve.”—The
Washington Post Book World
“Hauntingly beautiful, utterly
unforgettable.”—San Francisco
Chronicle “Rich . . . Based on the
heroism of ordinary people, [A
Thread of Grace] packs an
emotional punch.”—People “[A]
deeply felt and compellingly
written book . . . The progress of
each character’s life is marked or
measured by acts of grace. . . .
Russell is a smart, passionate and
imaginative writer.”—Cleveland
Plain Dealer “A feat of
storytelling . . . an important book
[that] needs to be widely
read.”—Portland Oregonian
“Mary Doria Russell’s fans (and
aren’t we all?) will rejoice to see
her new novel on the shelves. A
Thread of Grace is as ambitious,
beautiful, tense, and transforming
as any of us could have
hoped.”—Karen Joy Fowler,
author of The Jane Austen Book
Club “A story of love and war, A
Thread of Grace speaks to the
resilience and beauty of the human
spirit in the midst of unimaginable
horror. It is, unquestionably, a
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

literary triumph.”—David Morrell,
author of The Brotherhood of the
Rose and First Blood
Snow and Sand Vicka Markov
Surovtsov 2010-09-09 "Snow
and Sand" tells the extraordinary
true story of the fate of a
Russian family fighting to keep
their values against a destructive
force that drives them into exile
and the unexpected hospitality of
an Egyptian king. Author Vicka
Markov Surovtsov shares the
entire story of her family in three
parts, telling the story of her
parents prior to leaving Russia, an
account of her family's life in
Egypt, and a description of her
return visit to Russia as an adult.
Shortly before the death of her
father in 1961, Vicka Markov
Surovtsov made a promise to him
that she would visit Russia when
the Communist regime ended. She had
her doubts that the time would
ever come, but after the 1991
overthrow of the Soviet
Government she is finally able to
keep her promise. Both her mother
and father kept diaries of their
lives, and much of the book is
based upon them, along with her
own memories. "Snow and Sand"
fulfills her promise to her father
and documents her own experiences
in present-day Russia.
The War Within Alexis Peri
2017-01-02 Winner of the
Pushkin House Russian Book Prize
Winner of the AATSEEL
Book Prize
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Winner of the University of
Southern California Book Prize
Honorable Mention, Reginald Zelnik
Book Prize “Stand aside, Homer. I
doubt whether even the author of
the Iliad could have matched
Alexis Peri’s account of the 872day siege which Leningrad endured.”
—Jonathan Mirsky, The Spectator
“Fascinating and perceptive.”
—Antony Beevor, New York
Review of Books “Powerful and
illuminating...A fascinating,
insightful, and nuanced work.”
—Anna Reid, Times Literary
Supplement “A sensitive, at times
almost poetic examination.”
—Robert Legvold, Foreign Affairs
In September 1941, two and a half
months after the Nazis invaded the
Soviet Union, the German
Wehrmacht encircled Leningrad.
Cut off from the rest of Russia,
the city remained blockaded for
872 days, at a cost of almost a
million civilian lives. It was one of
the longest and deadliest sieges in
modern history. The War Within
chronicles the Leningrad blockade
from the perspective of those who
endured it. Drawing on unpublished
diaries written by men and women
from all walks of life, Alexis Peri
tells the tragic story of how
young and old struggled to make
sense of a world collapsing
around them. When the blockade
was lifted in 1944, Kremlin
officials censored publications
describing the ordeal and arrested
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

many of Leningrad’s wartime
leaders. Some were executed.
Diaries—now dangerous to their
authors—were concealed in homes,
shelved in archives, and forgotten.
The War Within recovers these
lost accounts, shedding light on
one of World War II’s darkest
episodes while paying tribute the
resilience of the human spirit.
The Animals at Lockwood Manor
Jane Healey 2020-03-10 Some
secrets are unspoken. Others are
unspeakable . . . August 1939.
Thirty-year-old Hetty
Cartwright is tasked with the
evacuation and safekeeping of the
natural history museum's
collection of mammals. Once she
and her exhibits arrive at
Lockwood Manor, however, where
they are to stay for the duration
of the war, Hetty soon realizes
that she's taken on more than she'd
bargained for. Protecting her
charges from the irascible Lord
Lockwood and resentful servants
is work enough, but when some of
the animals go missing, and worse,
Hetty begins to suspect someone or something - is stalking her
through the darkened corridors of
the house. As the disasters mount,
Hetty finds herself falling under
the spell of Lucy, Lord
Lockwood's beautiful but clearly
haunted daughter. But why is Lucy
so traumatized? Does she know
something she's not telling? And is
there any truth to local
rumours
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of ghosts and curses? Part love
story, part mystery, The Animals
at Lockwood Manor by Jane
Healey is a gripping and
atmospheric tale of family
madness, long-buried secrets and
hidden desires.
The Diary of Lena Mukhina Lena
Mukhina 2015-02-12 In May
1941 Lena Mukhina was an
ordinary teenage girl, living in
Leningrad, worrying about her
homework and whether Vova - the
boy she liked - liked her. Like a good
Soviet schoolgirl, she was also
diligently learning German, the
language of Russia's Nazi ally.
And she was keeping a diary, in
which she recorded her hopes and
dreams. Then, on 22 June 1941,
Hitler broke his pact with Stalin
and declared war on the Soviet
Union. All too soon, Leningrad
was besieged and life became a
living hell. Lena and her family
fought to stay alive; their city
was starving and its citizens were
dying in their hundreds of
thousands. From day to dreadful
day, Lena records her experiences:
the desperate hunt for food, the
bitter cold of the Russian winter
and the cruel deaths of those she
loved. A truly remarkable
account of this most terrible era
in modern history, The Diary of
Lena Mukhina is the vivid first-hand
testimony of a courageous young
woman struggling simply to
survive.
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

The Lotus Eaters Tatjana Soli
2010-03-30 A New York Times
Best Seller! A New York Times
Notable Book! A unique and
sweeping debut novel of an
American female combat
photographer in the Vietnam War,
as she captures the wrenching
chaos and finds herself torn
between the love of two men. On a
stifling day in 1975, the North
Vietnamese army is poised to roll
into Saigon. As the fall of the
city begins, two lovers make their
way through the streets to
escape to a new life. Helen Adams,
an American photojournalist, must
take leave of a war she is addicted
to and a devastated country she
has come to love. Linh, the
Vietnamese man who loves her,
must grapple with his own
conflicted loyalties of heart and
homeland. As they race to leave,
they play out a drama of devotion
and betrayal that spins them back
through twelve war-torn years,
beginning in the splendor of Angkor
Wat, with their mentor, largerthan-life war correspondent Sam
Darrow, once Helen's infuriating
love and fiercest competitor, and
Linh's secret keeper, boss and
truest friend. Tatjana Soli paints
a searing portrait of an American
woman's struggle and triumph in
Vietnam, a stirring canvas
contrasting the wrenching horror
of war and the treacherous
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redemptive power of love. Readers
will be transfixed by this stunning
novel of passion, duty and
ambition among the ruins of war.
Thanks to My Mother Schoschana
Rabinovici 2000-03-01 Susie
Weksler was only eight when
Hitler's forces invaded her
Lithuanian city of Vilnius. Over
the next few years, she endured
starvation, brutality, and forced
labor in three concentration
camps. With courage and ingenuity,
Susie's mother helped her to
survive--by disguising her as an
adult to fool the camp guards,
finding food to add to their scarce
rations, and giving her the will to
endure. This harrowing memoir
portrays the best and worst of
humanity in heartbreaking scenes
you will never forget. Winner of
the Mildred L. Batchelder Award
An ALA Notable Book An NCSSCBC Notable Children's Trade
Book in the Field of Social Studies
The Madonnas of Leningrad Debra
Dean 2008-03-01 Bit by bit, the
ravages of age are eroding
Marina's grip on everyday life. And
while this elderly Russian woman
cannot hold on to fresh memories,
her distant past is preserved in
vivid snapshots of her youth in
war-torn Leningrad. In the autumn
of 1941, Marina, then a guide at
the Hermitage Museum, helped to
take down the museum's
masterpieces for safekeeping. To
hold on to sanity as the
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Luftwaffe's bombs fell on the city,
the young woman committed to
memory these exquisite artworks
of angels and serene madonnas. She
used them to create a refuge to
which she retreated to escape the
world around her; a refuge that
would stay buried deep within her,
until she needed it once more...
The Madonnas of Leningrad Debra
Dean 2009-10-13 “An
extraordinary debut, a deeply
lovely novel that evokes with
uncommon deftness the terrible,
heartbreaking beauty that is life in
wartime. Like the glorious ghosts
of the paintings in the Hermitage
that lie at the heart of the story,
Dean’s exquisite prose shimmers
with a haunting glow, illuminating
us to the notion that art itself is
perhaps our most necessary
nourishment. A superbly graceful
novel.” — Chang-Rae Lee, New
York Times Bestselling author of
Aloft and Native Speaker Bit by
bit, the ravages of age are eroding
Marina's grip on the everyday. An
elderly Russian woman now living
in America, she cannot hold on to
fresh memories—the details of her
grown children's lives, the
approaching wedding of her
grandchild—yet her distant past
is miraculously preserved in her
mind's eye. Vivid images of her
youth in war-torn Leningrad arise
unbidden, carrying her back to the
terrible fall of 1941, when she
was a tour guide at the
Hermitage
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Museum and the German army's
approach signaled the beginning of
what would be a long, torturous
siege on the city. As the people
braved starvation, bitter cold,
and a relentless German
onslaught, Marina joined other
staff members in removing the
museum's priceless masterpieces for
safekeeping, leaving the frames
hanging empty on the walls to
symbolize the artworks' eventual
return. As the Luftwaffe's bombs
pounded the proud, stricken city,
Marina built a personal Hermitage
in her mind—a refuge that would
stay buried deep within her, until
she needed it once more. . . .
Fabulous Nobodies Lee Tulloch
2006-08-01 Before Bridget Jones,
Carrie Bradshaw, and the
Shopaholic, it was a world of
Fabulous Nobodies Now, back in
print after fifteen years, it’s your
chance to experience this
hysterically wild cult-status
novel for the first time. Get ready
to meet: Reality Nirvana Tuttle A
self-described "doorwhore" at one
of Manhattan’s hottest clubs. She
never gets up before 2 P.M. and has
vivid, two-way conversations
with every dress in her closet.
Hugo "A Go-Go" Falk Gossip
columnist and documenter of all
things fabulous in the fashion
scene. This man is the key to
turning Reality into a true
Somebody. Phoebe Johnson Junior
shoe editor of Perfect Woman
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

magazine who has dedicated her life
to looking like Audrey
Hepburn—and the one woman
Reality can trust with her frocks.
and Freddie Barnstable A
transvestite with an uncanny
knack for finding fabulous
fashions, and his sidekick, a little
dog named Cristobal Balenciaga.
These Fabulous Nobodies will take
you on a quest to be Truly
Somebody, in a city long gone but
never to be forgotten: New York
City of the 1980s.
Leningrad Anna Reid 2011-09-05
The siege of Leningrad is one of the
great stories of extraordinary
and heroic endurance in World
War II
City of Thieves David Benioff
2008-05-15 From the critically
acclaimed author of The 25th
Hour and When the Nines Roll
Over and co-creator of the HBO
series Game of Thrones, a
captivating novel about war,
courage, survival — and a
remarkable friendship that ripples
across a lifetime. During the Nazis’
brutal siege of Leningrad, Lev
Beniov is arrested for looting and
thrown into the same cell as a
handsome deserter named Kolya.
Instead of being executed, Lev and
Kolya are given a shot at saving
their own lives by complying with
an outrageous directive: secure a
dozen eggs for a powerful Soviet
colonel to use in his daughter’s
wedding cake. In a cityDownloaded
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from all supplies and suffering
unbelievable deprivation, Lev and
Kolya embark on a hunt through
the dire lawlessness of Leningrad
and behind enemy lines to find the
impossible. By turns insightful and
funny, thrilling and terrifying, the
New York Times bestseller City of
Thieves is a gripping, cinematic
World War II adventure and an
intimate coming-of-age story with
an utterly contemporary feel for
how boys become men.
We Are Santa Ron Cooper
2020-09-11 Who doesn't love
Santa Claus? From award-winning
photographer Ron Cooper comes a
beautifully curated collection of
fifty professional Santas from
across the country. We Are
Santa is a fascinating glimpse into
the lives of those who slip into
the red suit to spread Christmas
cheer. Before and after portraits,
behind-the-scenes stories of
custom made costumes and
specialized training, and surprising
anecdotes of on-the-job
encounters bring these Santas to
life. Just as Humans of New York
captures the lives of everyday
people, We Are Santa celebrates
the humanity of everyday Santas.
From a third-generation Kris
Kringle to an Orthodox Jew who
has been playing Santa for fifty
years, Cooper's portraits are a
testament to the holiday spirit.
When Santa Mike, a Navy veteran
and aircraft mechanic, meets a sixthe-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

year-old girl with a prosthetic
hand just like his own, he says,
"Her eyes got big, and she threw
her arms around my neck. It was
the highlight of my season. That's
why I’m Santa."
The Wind Is Not a River Brian
Payton 2014-01-07 The Wind Is
Not a River is Brian Payton's
gripping tale of survival and an
epic love story in which a husband
and wife—separated by the only
battle of World War II to take
place on American soil—fight to
reunite in Alaska's starkly
beautiful Aleutian Islands.
Following the death of his
younger brother in Europe,
journalist John Easley is determined
to find meaning in his loss. Leaving
behind his beloved wife, Helen, he
heads north to investigate the
Japanese invasion of Alaska's
Aleutian Islands, a story censored
by the U.S. government. While John
is accompanying a crew on a
bombing run, his plane is shot down
over the island of Attu. He
survives only to find himself
exposed to a harsh and unforgiving
wilderness, known as “the
birthplace of winds.” There, John
must battle the elements,
starvation, and his own remorse
while evading discovery by the
Japanese. Alone at home, Helen
struggles with the burden of her
husband's disappearance. Caught in
extraordinary circumstances, in
this new world of theDownloaded
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is forced to reimagine who she
is—and what she is capable of
doing. Somehow, she must find John
and bring him home, a quest that
takes her into the farthest reaches
of the war, beyond the safety of
everything she knows.
The Miracles of Prato Laurie
Albanese 2009-10-06 “Like Fra
Filippo’s paintings, this love
story, set in one of the most
intriguing historical periods, is
suffused with clear, warm color
and fine attention to detail.”
—Debra Dean, author of The
Madonnas of Leningrad A vibrant
and enthralling historical novel
about art and passion, The
Miracles of Prato by Laurie
Albanese and Laura Morowitz
brings Italy in the era of the Medici
to glorious life—as it tells the
story of an illicit love affair
between the renowned painter Fra
Filippo Lippi and his muse, a
beautiful convent novitiate. A
magnificent blend of fact,
historical color, emotion, and
invention, The Miracles of Prato is
a novel that will delight the many
fans of Tracy Chavalier’s Girl
with a Pearl Earring and Susan
Vreeland’s Girl in Hyacinth Blue.
Rules of the Wild Francesca
Marciano 2009-07-29 A
mesmerizing novel of love and
nostalgia set in the vast spaces
of contemporary East Africa.
Romantic, often resonantly ironic,
moving and wise, Rules of the Wild
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

transports us to a landscape of
unsurpassed beauty even as it
gives us a sharp-eyed portrait of
a closely knit tribe of cultural
outsiders: the expatriates living in
Kenya today. Challenged by race,
by class, and by a longing for
home, here are "safari boys" and
samaritans, reporters bent on their
own fame, travelers who care
deeply about elephants but not at
all about the people of Africa.
They all know each other. They
meet at dinner parties, they sleep
with each other, they argue about
politics and the best way to
negotiate their existence in a place
where they don't really belong. At
the center is Esm , a beautiful
young woman of dazzling ironies
and introspections, who tells us
her story in a voice both
passionate and self-deprecating.
Against a paradoxical backdrop
of limitless physical freedom and
escalating civil unrest, Esm
struggles to make sense of her own
place in Africa and of her feelings
for the two men there whom she
loves--Adam, a second-generation
Kenyan who is the first to show
her the wonders of her adopted
land, and Hunter, a British
journalist sickened by its horrors.
Rules of the Wild evokes the
worlds of Isak Dinesen, Beryl
Markham, and Ernest Hemingway. It
explores unforgettably our
infinite desire for a perfect
elsewhere, for love and
a place to
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call home. It is an astonishing
literary debut.
The Russian Concubine Kate
Furnivall 2007-06-27 A sweeping
novel set in war-torn 1928 China,
with a star-crossed love story
at its center. In a city full of
thieves and Communists, danger
and death, spirited young Lydia
Ivanova has lived a hard life.
Always looking over her
shoulder, the sixteen-year-old
must steal to feed herself and her
mother, Valentina, who numbered
among the Russian elite until
Bolsheviks murdered most of them,
including her husband. As exiles,
Lydia and Valentina have learned
to survive in a foreign land. Often,
Lydia steals away to meet with
the handsome young freedom fighter
Chang An Lo. But they face danger:
Chiang Kai Shek's troops are
headed toward Junchow to kill
Reds like Chang, who has in his
possession the jewels of a tsarina,
meant as a gift for the despot's
wife. The young pair's allconsuming love can only bring
shame and peril upon them, from
both sides. Those in power will do
anything to quell it. But Lydia
and Chang are powerless to end it.
The Story Sisters Alice Hoffman
2009-06-02 A spellbinding coming
of age novel about three sisters
and the relationships and choices
that shape their lives from the
bestselling author of Reese
Witherspoon Book Club pick, The
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

Rules of Magic "This bewitching
novel explores the bonds of
sisterhood like a haunting modern
fairy tale."—Glamour Each of
three sisters—Elv, Claire, and
Meg—has a fate she must meet
alone: one on a country road, one
in the streets of Paris, and one in
the corridors of her own
imagination. Inhabiting their world
are a charismatic man who cannot
tell the truth, a neighbor who is
not who he appears to be, a
clumsy boy in Paris who falls in
love and stays there, a detective
who finds his heart’s desire, and a
demon who will not let go. What
does a mother do when one of her
children goes astray? How does
she save one daughter without
sacrificing the others? How deep
can love go, and how far can it
take you? These are the questions
this luminous novel asks. At once
a coming-of-age tale, a family
saga, and a love story of sensual
longing, The Story Sisters sifts
through the miraculous and the
mundane as the girls become women
and their choices haunt them,
change them and, finally, redeem
them. It confirms Alice Hoffman’s
reputation as "a writer whose
keen ear for the measure struck by
the beat of the human heart is
unparalleled" (The Chicago
Tribune).
When Will There Be Good News?
Kate Atkinson 2009-08-04
International Bestseller
When
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Will There Be Good News? is the
brilliant new novel from the
acclaimed author of Case
Histories and One Good Turn, once
again featuring private
investigator Jackson Brodie.
Thirty years ago, six-year-old
Joanna witnessed the brutal
murders of her mother, brother and
sister, before escaping into a field,
and running for her life. Now, the
man convicted of the crime is being
released from prison, meaning Dr.
Joanna Hunter has one more reason
to dwell on the pain of that day,
especially with her own infant son
to protect. Sixteen-year-old
Reggie, recently orphaned and wise
beyond her years, works as a
nanny for Joanna Hunter, but has
no idea of the woman’s horrific
past. All Reggie knows is that Dr.
Hunter cares more about her baby
than life itself, and that the two
of them make up just the sort of
family Reggie wished she had: that
unbreakable bond, that safe port in
the storm. When Dr. Hunter goes
missing, Reggie seems to be the only
person who is worried, despite the
decidedly shifty business interests
of Joanna’s husband, Neil, and the
unknown whereabouts of the
newly freed murderer, Andrew
Decker. Across town, Detective
Chief Inspector Louise Monroe is
looking for a missing person of her
own, murderer David Needler,
whose family lives in terror that
he will return to finish the job he
the-madonnas-of-leningrad-debra-dean

started. So it’s not surprising
that she listens to Reggie’s
outrageous thoughts on Dr.
Hunter’s disappearance with only
mild attention. But when ex-police
officer and Private Investigator,
Jackson Brodie arrives on the
scene, with connections to Reggie
and Joanna Hunter of his own, the
details begin to snap into place.
And, as Louise knows, once
Jackson is involved there’s no
telling how many criminal threads
he will be able to pull together —
or how many could potentially
end up wrapped around his own
neck. In an extraordinary virtuoso
display, Kate Atkinson has
produced one of the most
engrossing, masterful, and
piercingly insightful novels of this
or any year. It is also as hilarious
as it is heartbreaking, as Atkinson
weaves in and out of the lives of
her eccentric, grief-plagued, and
often all-too-human cast. Yet
out of the excesses of her
characters and extreme events
that shake their worlds comes a
relatively simple message, about
being good, loyal, and true. When
Will There Be Good News? shows
us what it means to survive the
past and the present, and to have
the strength to just keep on keeping
on.
The Tiger Catcher Paullina Simons
2019-05-28 Internationally
bestselling author Paullina
Simons returns with aDownloaded
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new saga guaranteed to make you
laugh, cry, and fall in love. All
the colors of your world are
about to disappear… Young and
handsome, Julian lives a charmed
life in Los Angeles. His world is
turned upside down by a love
affair with Josephine, a mysterious
young woman who takes him by
storm. But she is not what she
seems, carrying secrets that tear
them apart—perhaps forever. So
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begins Julian and Josephine’s
extraordinary adventure of love,
loss, and the mystical forces that
bind people together across time
and space. It is a journey that
propels Julian toward either love
fulfilled…or oblivion. The Tiger
Catcher takes readers from the
dizzying heights of joy to the
depths of despair and back again in
an unforgettable new novel from a
master storyteller.
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